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Here we go. Time for another edition of the wiring regulations and the associated qualification
exam. Whichever course or supplier you use, make sure you see a good selection of their
content before parting with any cash. There are quite a few companies offering 18th Edition
training. Some do not have experience of online learning and are desperately trying to get into
the market. Some have credibility but their content is dry and dull. Make sure you know what
you are buying.

Learning Lounge has been creating and distributing quality electrical training for over three
decades and the online platform has been used by over a hundred colleges and thousands of
learners since 2005. Our course is a fully contained, interactive experience that will take you to
the point that you can confidently sit the 18th EditionWiring Regulations BS 7671:2018 exam
from whichever examining body you choose.

The course is presented by names you may know well from the world of electrical training.

These three experts guide you through the 18th Edition regs book with knowledge, insight,
practical application and firm focus on what you need to pass the exam.

Tony Cable is an electrical
industry legend who is known
from his time as a technical
presenter with the NICEIC
along with appearances on

the BBC.

Gary Gundry is one of most
respected electrical trainers
in the UK and is credited in
the 18th Edition for helping
the IET to compile the
master document and

proofreading the published
version.
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What you get:

Expert training via a tried and tested online delivery platform

Many hours of video content, much filmed on location for the 18th Edition

Quality graphics, animations and bespoke illustration to assist with clarity

The chance to revisit any part as many times as you need

Interactive activities, exercises and revision

Fully tracked learning

Freedom to study online when you want, where you want, how you want

Membership of an online community available via Channel 18

Unlimited practice exam opportunities

An 18th Edition Wiring Regulations BS 7671:2018 exam at one of our centres

Additional resources, webinars and features from LearningLounge

Full support and technical backup
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Choosing your course
In the past, it has been possible to take an update exam for BS 7671. This update exam was
for anyone who had a good working knowledge of the previous edition of the regulations
and only needed to be tested on the elements introduced with a new edition.

There is no update exam option for the 18th Edition of the Wiring Regulations BS
7671:2018. Success when taking the exam requires thorough knowledge of the whole book
and not just the changes introduced by the 18th Edition. So choosing the right level of
study is important. To help you become exam ready we offer two course options. To help
you choose, take our assessment to decide if your knowledge of BS 7671 is current enough
to allow you to just study our update course.

The Update Course
This course allows you to experience a lot of the same rich content as the full course but
only focusses on the core changes from 17th Edition amendment 3. The study will be in
the same style as the Full Course and you will view high quality video content along with
interactive sections, revision exercises and exam tips. Everyone studies differently and will
need to work in their own way and learn at their own pace. However, we anticipate that if
you have a good residual knowledge of BS 7671:2008(2015), getting yourself to exam
readiness with our update course should take around 5-7 hours.

The Full Course
Those who haven't sat a BS 7671 exam for a while and who may be a bit rusty on the regs
or, indeed, are coming to the qualification for the first time should choose the Full Course.
This will work through the 18th Edition book and not assume any knowledge beyond the
principle that you are an electrician or will very soon become one and so have greater than
the average understanding of the principles of electrical installations.

60 questions in 120 minutes is tough. Not only does the course prepare you with the
knowledge you need to do your work as an electrician or supervisor but it also gives you
valuable tips on exam technique and book navigation so you can find what you need
quickly and efficiently. The exam is not about memory. It is about practical and sensible
use of the requirements contained within BS 7671. We estimate that study of the Full
Course will take around 20 hours.

Our objective is to bring the subject to life. We don't enjoy endless PowerPoint and dull
presentation so we don't want to inflict it upon you. In our many hours of engaging video
content we take you where the regulations apply. For example, we visit many of the
special locations in Part 7, allowing you to explore subjects deeper than the requirements
of the exam if you choose to. Part 5 takes you to a manufacturer of SPDs to understand
their function and also see what happens when a surge hits an unprotected consumer unit.
It's loud!

Our desire is to give you a course that not only gets you the qualification you need but
also entertains, interests and deepens your knowledge.



Practice exams
Throughout both courses there are revision exercises and tests for you to assess your
performance. When you approach exam readiness you can test yourself by trying one of
our timed practice exams. Using a bank of questions that replicate the exam experience
from the major examining bodies, you can experience the time constraint and hone your
technique to give you confidence that you are ready to take the exam proper. If you have
elected to take the Update Course, remember that you will still be faced with a full exam
covering the whole of BS 7671:2018. If at any point you decide you do need fuller study,
just switch to our Full Course (simply pay the difference) and you will have access to the
whole curriculum of material immediately.

What you need to study
For the best viewing experience we recommend that you have access to good quality
broadband with a speed of at least 8MB/sec. The course and video content are in full HD
so a viewing screen of 28cm or better is recommended but the content is viewable on most
devices such as iPads, tablets and phones. In some cases with a smaller screen the
interactive elements are more challenging. It depends on your finger size!

You will need to have access to a copy of BS 7671:2018 as this is referred to throughout
both courses and is required during the exam.

The exam
Whichever course you study, once you have completed all the Part assessments and feel
ready, you can take our post course assessment online. This is timed at 120 minutes and
exactly replicates the exam experience. You need to achieve 80% or more in this before
you are awarded a unique identifier that is necessary to take the real exam at one of our
test centres. If you have elected to arrange your own exam, this identifier is not required.

Both Full and Update courses (with exam option) include one exam attempt. You can
choose the centre most convenient for you when you have passed the post course
assessment. The exam centres are spread around the UK. Full details are available when
you are ready to take the exam. If you purchase the 'no exam' option you will make exam
arrangements yourself.

We look forward to helping you enjoy studying and passing 'Requirements for Electrical
Installations' (BS 7671:2018).

If you have any questions about the courses
email: 18@learninglounge.com

Let's get started ... you've
got an exam to pass!
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